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This paper is concerned with the linearized stability of traveling wave solutions 
for systems of viscous hyperbolic conservation laws. The main purpose is to show 
that for a given traveling wave with shock profile from any characteristic family, 
there exists an appropriate weighted norm space such that the traveling wave is 
exponentially stable in this space. As a consequence, if the initial disturbance has 
average zero and decays exponentially fast as 1x1 + m, then the corresponding solu- 
tion of the linearized equation decays to zero exponentially fast in t on any compact 
interval in X. The proof is given by applying an elementary weighted characteristic 
energy method to the integrated linearized system, based on the underlying wave 
structure. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to study the linearized stability of traveling 
wave solutions for systems of viscous hyperbolic conservation laws of the 
form 
u, +&f(u), = u,.r, XE R’, t>o, UEW, (1) 
where f(u) is a smooth vector-valued function in the region in which we 
are interested. We assume that the corresponding inviscid system 
u, +f(u), = 0 (2) 
is strictly hyperbolic and genuinely nonlinear [8]. 
The viscous system (1) admits a smooth traveling wave solution 
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4(x - st) which connects the k-shock wave (U + , u _ ) for inviscid equation 
(2) i.e., 
-sf +f’(cj)@ = qY 
lim c$(~)=u-; lim d(O=u+, 
(3) 
&-co 5-+3C 
where the constant states U+ and the constant s form a k-shock wave for 
(2), i.e., they statisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot condition 
s(u+ -u-)=f(u+)-f(L), 
and the entropy condition 
(4) 
MU,)<S<~k(~-), (5) 
in which Ai (1 d i d n) are eigenvalues for matrix A =f’(u). Such a 
traveling wave solution will be called a k-uiscous shock profile. 
The study of traveling wave solutions for systems of nonlinear partial 
differential equations is one of the interesting topics in mathematical 
physics [4, 5, 10, 111. Recently, important progress has been made by Liu 
[9], Goodman [l], and Kawashima and Matsumura [S] in the study of 
asymptotic stability of viscous shock profiles for a large class of viscous 
hyperbolic conservation laws. They showed that a weak viscous shock 
profile is nonlinear stable in L, and L, norms in the sense that a small 
initial disrubtance, under suitable restriction, will die out as time tends to 
infinity. However, there was no rate of convergence given (except for the 
scalar case n = 1 (see [S])). One of the important problems, which remains 
open, is the L,-stability of viscous shock proviles, which is of both mathe- 
matical and physical interest [12]. To this end, it seems that an optimal 
rate of convergence to viscous shock waves in L, and L, norms will be 
needed. As a step in this direction, we study the exponental decay for the 
solutions of the linearized problem 
0, + (f’(d) n = ~xx7 
Qx, 0) = O&x); (6) 
here and from now on, we assume that, without loss of generality, the 
shock speed s is zero. 
Since a general perturbation of viscous shock profiles introduces not 
only phase shift but also diffusion waves in other wave families [9], to 
concentrate on shock wave, we choose the phase shift and exclude the 
diffusion wave by imposing the following condition, as in [l, 51, 
s +cc O,(x)dx=O. (7) --m 
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As remarked in [15, 141, due to the invariance of Eq. (6) under the group 
of translations x+x + y, even under condition (7), one cannot expect a 
uniform decay rate in L, space unless one works in some weighted spaces. 
Our aim is to show that for a given k-viscous shock profile of suitably 
small strength, there exists an appropriate weighted norm space such that 
the solution of (6) decays to zero exponentialy fast in t in this space under 
some additional assumptions; see Theorem 1. Define the space Hi,, for 
some cl,>0 to be 
Hio= {g~H2([W’),e~112~~0~*~g~L2([W’), 
e(“2)a0’-“g,y(x) E L’(R’), e(‘/2)q lX’g,, E L’(R’)}, (8) 
and set 
U,(x) = I.’ O,(Y) dy. 
-m 
(9) 
One of the consequences of our analysis in the following sections is the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let 4(x) be a k-viscous shock profile of strength 6. Suppose 
that the initial data U,(x) in (6) is such that LJO~ Hi, for some positive 
constant cIO. Then there exist positive constants 6, and cO such that ifs < 6,, 
then for any given compact set Z of R’, the solution B(x, t) of the initial 
value problem (6) satisfies the estimate 
sup 1 U(x, t)l d C,exp{ -c,S’t}, 
x E I 
(10) 
for some positive constant C, which depends only on I. 
We note that the linearized stability of extreme viscous shock proviles 
(k = 1 or n) has been proved by Pego by spectrum analysis in a weighted 
norm space [13]. Our approach is to apply an elementary energy method 
to the integrated linearized system derived from (6). The kev element is to 
choose an appropriate weight for each characteristic family based on the 
underlying wave structure. It is interesting to note that the weights required 
by our approach are similar to what Pego used for extreme viscous shock 
profiles. 
The rest of the paper runs as follows. In the next section, we first derive 
the integrated linearized equation (12) from (6) and then transform it in 
terms of a characteristic variable by using Goodman’s diagonal process 
[l]. The resulting Eq. (14) is the equation we are going to estimate. We 
derive the basic energy estimate on the principal wave (wave corresponding 
to k-characteristic family) in Section 3; the weight wp(x) is chosen to have 
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exponential growth at both infinities (x = f a) based on the compressive- 
ness of the k-viscous shock profile. The transverse waves are estimated in 
Section 4. The weight w,(x) (j# k) is carefully chosen by solving an 
appropriate ordinary differential equation. Each weight has the property 
that it grows exponentially at one infinity and decays exponentially at the 
other. The main theorem is proved in Section 5. We conclude this paper 
with some remarks in Section 6. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
To exploit the fact that a k-viscous shock profile is compressive 
(see Lemma 2), we need to integrate system (6) once. As in [l, 51, we seek 
the solution of (6) in the form 
o= u,. (11) 
This is also consistent with (9). Substituting (11) into (6) and integrating 
once with respect to x, we get 
u, +f’(#)% = ~.X,~ XER’, t>o 
(12) 
U(x, 0) = U,(x). 
The advantage of using this integrated linearized equation (12) over (6) 
was discussed in [ 11. Formula (12) is an initial value problem for a system 
of linear parabolic equations. The existence and uniqueness of the solution 
is well understood. We are only interested in the large time behavior and 
estimates of the solutions. To this end, we first diagonalize this system as 
follows. By assumption, the flux matrix ,4(x) =f'(qb) has real and distinct 
eigenvalues 
with corresponding left and right eigenvectors fj and ri (i= 1, 2, . . . . n), 
respectively. The k-characteristic field is said to be genuinely nonlinear 
if V&-r&)0. Setting L= (II, I,, . . . . I,)‘, R= (rr, rZ, . . . . r,), and A = 
diag{l,, I,, . . . . ,I,}, we then have the decomposition 
A = R/IL, LR=I. 
Now we define the characteristic variable Y to be 
v= LU. (13) 
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Then the equation in (12) is transformed into 
v, + n v, - AMV= v,, - (MV), - MV), - MV, + M2V, (14) 
where A4 = L, R which can be chosen by using Goodman’s technique [l] 
so that 
M,(x) = 0, ldp<n. 
We will also call V, the principal wave, and V, (j # k) the transverse waves. 
Before we proceed to estimate V, we first list some well-known properties 
of the k-viscous shock profile which we are going to use later. 
LEMMA 2. The k-viscous shock profile (with strength 6) has the following 
properties: 
(i) (a/ax)&(f$)<O, VXER’. 
(ii) There exist positive constants c, and c2 so that for all XE IF!‘, 
Cl lM~)l G I4’b)l < c2 IM4)l. 
(iii) I&(d)1 <O(l)& I&,($)1 dO(1)d2, and !I!: 14’1 dx60(1)6 for 
some positive constant 0( 1). 
(iv) There exist positive constants ci (3 < i < 6) such that 
c,h2 exp{ -cd 1x1 S} d & &(q+) 
I I 
dc,d2 exp{ -c,6 IxI} for all x 15 DB’. 
Proof. These properties follow from the center manifold construction 
(see C6, 7, 21). I 
We note that since A,(d) is monotone and the shock speed is zero, there 
is a unique x0 such that &(4(x0)) = 0. Without loss of generality, we will 
assume x,, = 0 in what follows. We now begin to derive the basic estimates 
on the solution V of (14) by using the weighted energy method. The key 
point is to choose proper weights for different characteristic families. This 
wil be carried out in the following two sections. From now on, we will 
denote the quantity (1 + x2)‘12 by (x). 
3. ESTIMATES ON THE PRINCIPAL WAVE 
To define a proper weight wk(x) for the principal wave family, we need 
the following lemma which is a generalization of a result by Kawashima 
and Matsumura for the case n = 1 [S]. 
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LEMMA 3. Let c1 be a given positive constant, and 
Then there exists a constant fl= /I(& a) > 0 so that 
P,(xPP-~-&4), for all XE R’. (15) 
Furthermore, j3 admits the bounds 
for some positive constants c, and c8 independent of 6 and c(. 
ProoJ: Lemma 3 follows from Lemma 2 by direct computations. i 
We define the weight wk(x) for the principal wave family as 
wk(x) = ev{~(x) 1, (17) 
where 01> 0 is a constant to be determined. In the following, we will assume 
that a priori the solution V of (14) lies in the weighted space we are going 
to define, so that all the integration by parts is eligible. 
We now proceed to estimate the principal wave Vk. Multiplying the kth 
equation of (14) by wk(x) Vk and then integrating it with respect o x over 
R’, we obtain, 
= wk Vk[(AMV)k - ((MV),)k - tMVx)k + (M2V)kl dx, (18) 
here (M4V)k denotes the kth component of the vector AMV, etc. We will 
estimate each term in (18) separately. First, taking into account Lemma 3 
and (17), we get by integrating by parts that 
s A,w,V,V,,dx= -- ; j -$ cAkWk) v: dx 
= 
s 
wk g,(x) V: dx 
>fi W,v;dX+iji&,i W,v:dX. 
s (19) 
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Next, by virtue of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have 
s Wk vk vk,,r dx = - Wk vi, dx - s wkx V, V,& dx 
=-- Wk v:,y dx - 
s 
C? -& wk V, Vk. dx 
< -; 
s 
2 
w,V:,dx+; W,v;dX. 
It follows that 
- wkVkVk,,dx>;j-wkV;Xdx-;jwkV;dx. (20) 
To estimate the terms on the right-hand side of (18), we recall the 
definition of M and the condition A4,, = 0 (1 6p <n). Using these and 
Lemma 2 yields 
s I/,w,(hifv), dx 
&jj- IA,,1 Wkv:dX+o(l) c jwk iA,, IVj12dx. (21) 
i#k 
Similarly, 
- 
j- wk Vk((MV)x)k dX= j wk vk,(Mv)k dX+ j- wkx I/,tMV)k dX 
Go(l) 1 j” iAkxl wk ivkxl iv,1 dX 
j#k 
+0(l) 1 j wk(l~k,~z+~2 i~k,i) IVj12dx. (22) 
j#k 
505/100/1-9 
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Continue in this way to obtain 
and 
+0(l) 1 j l&xl wk IVj.J'dx, 
ifk 
(23) 
J”‘kvk(MZvJkdx~O(I)J wk likx12 VZdx+o(l) 1 jwk llk.x/ lvkVjI dx 
i#k 
<o(l) jM’k (&I2 V:dx+O(l) 1 jwk l&1* V;dx 
ifk 
where we have assumed that 0( 1) j;i,,l < l/40 which is valid for weak 
shocks by Lemma 2. 
Collecting the inequalities (19k(24) we have obtained thus far, we 
conclude with the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4. There exists a positive constant 6, such that if the shock 
strength 6 is less than 6,) then the following inequality holds, 
-- ;;tjwkV;dx+(fl-;) jw,V:dx 
+ts wk vi, dx + 1 s (&,I wk V: dx 
<o(l) 1 jwk (‘$d (v;+ Vf,)dx, 
ifk 
for some positive constant O( 1). 
In order to exploit inequality (25), we will require that 
(25) 
(26) 
We will come back to this point later. It remains to estimate the terms on 
the right-hand side of (25). This will be a by-product of the estimate on 
transverse waves in the next section. 
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4. ESTIMATES ON TRANSVERSE WAVES 
We now estimate the transverse wave V, (j # k). The appropriate weight 
w,(x) for each j-characteristic family (j # k) will be determined by solving 
some ordinary differential equations. It turns out that the weights 
determined in this way are similar to those used by Pego for extreme shock 
profiles through spectrum analysis [ 131. 
Our program is to find a positive function w,(x) satisfying the differential 
equation 
-&(Ajwj)=(-k,,l.,,+k,,)wj. XER’, (27) 
where k,, and kj2 are two positive constants to be determined later. We 
rewrite (27) as (note that A,(#)#0 forj#k) 
d 
- wi = 
2k,, A,, - AjX - 2kj2 
dx E WI. 
(27’) 
‘J 
One of the solutions is 
wi(x) = exp (28) 
By strict hyperbolicity, there exists a positive constant so such that 
nj(d) d -&O if j< k, Aj(d) Z&O if j> k. 
It follows that function wj(x) defined in (28) has the following asymptotic 
behavior, 
Wj(X) = ! 
O(l)exp{-&x}, as x+-cc 
O(l)exp{-&xl, as x++co, (29) 
for some bounded positive functions U( 1). We note that the weight 
function w,(x), chosen in such a way, grows exponentially at one end, and 
decays exponentially at the other end. It is in this sense that our weights 
are comparable to what Pego used for extreme shock profiles [13]. 
We are now ready to estimate the jth characteristic variable I’, (j# k). 
Multiply the jth equations of (14) by wj(x) Vj and integrate the resulting 
equation with respect o x over I&!’ to obtain 
;$ wjV,?dx+ AjwjVjVjXdx- 
s s 
= I w~V~[(AMV)~- ((MV),),- (Ml’,),+ (M2V)j] dx. (30) 
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Each term in (30) can be estimated as follows. First, by the choice of w,/(x) 
(see (27)), we have 
ij wj V, V,.% dx = -;$ (i/wj)) V; dx 
Next, 
=kjl J lAk.,I wj V,’ dx + kj2 s wj V; dx. (31) 
J Wj Vj V,x, dx = - J Wj VjX dx - J awl z Vi VJ.x dx 
=- J Wj VfX dx + J( 2kj2 + A-ix - 2kj, ikx AJ > wj V, V, dx 
d -; w,v;$x+; s 
2kj2 + 'jx - 2kJl Rk.x 
li > 
2w vf dx 
JI ’ (32) 
Note that if we choose k,, to be a fixed positive constant independent of 
shock strength, then it is clear from strict hyperbolicity and Lemma 2 that 
for weak shocks, we can choose kJ2 suitably small so that the last term on 
the right-hand side of (32) can be absorbed into the right-hand side of 
(3.1): say 
1 
N 
2kJ,+Ajx-2kJ,/2,, 
2 iLi 
w,V;dx<; jkJl l&J wjV;dx 
+ikj2[ wj V; dx. (33) 
Terms on the right-hand side of (30) can be estimated quite easily. For 
completeness, we list some of the main estimates here. First, one has 
J w/Vj(AMV)~dx<O(l) C j WjJlkxl IV;1 IV,\ dx 
i#-i 
+ 
s 
O(l) wIV; dx+- 
kj2 5 
wj 1AkJ2 V: dx 
+ y ;sj wj IAkxl’ Vf dx, 
i#k 
(34) 
where we have used the fact that MPP = 0 (1 <p <n) and Lemma 2. Note 
that if we choose k,, such that kj2 has the order of a1 +’ (0 < E < l), then 
it follows from Lemma 2 and (29) that 
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for some constant O( 1). Consequently, each term on the right-hand side of 
(34) is under control. Next 
,. * * 
-J wj Vj(MV!, dx = J Wj(X) V,(MV), dx + J vjwjx(Mv)jdx, 
the first term on the right above admits bound 
the second term is bounded by 
and so, 
- wj V,(MV),, dx 
I 
k. 
I 
1 
<’ wjVfdx+- wjVjXdx 
40 40 I 
+0(l) C ~wi(~+~~2k~2+~‘~~2k’1ik~~‘),)_12V~dx. (35) 
rfi J2 I 
In a similar way, one obtains 
- ~wjV/(MV,),dXdO(l) C J”WjIVjI IVixI llk.xl dX 
i#J 
kj2 Q wjVfdx+ i 
O(l) 
~i~j~wjIAkr\2 lV;x12dx; (36) 
+0(l) c ,-wj1&12 IVi12dx. 
i#j 
(37) 
Collecting inequalities (31 k(37), we arrive at (for j # k) 
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f; w,V;dx+;k,, s s w, Vf dx 
+0(l) 2 j”j(l+~+~~2k’z+~‘~~2k’1~“./‘) )&J2 Vfdx, 
i#j 12 / 
(38) 
provided that k,, and 6 are suitably small. Summing up (38) for all the 
transverse wave families yields 
GO(l) C C LJM;IJk.r12 IV,xI’dX 
jfk izj kj2 
2kj2 + Ajx - 2kjl I,, ’ 
‘j I) 
lAkx12 I J’il’ dx 
+“(l)cj l’kx12 /vi/’ 
I 
j#i 
lVix12dx 
2kj2 + ljX - 2kj, I,, 
‘1 
dx 
=O(l)CJWi(X) IA,,1 
I 
j#k 
2kj2 + AjX - 2kj, lkX 
‘j 
dx. (39) 
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We choose kj2 (j # k) so that 
c ,‘iC,kj2<cjZS’iE, 
Jl 
O<&<l (40) 
for some positive constants cj, and cJ2 independent of 6. It follows from 
(40) (29) and Lemma 2 that for i # k 
and 
Okay’ 1 WjlAkxl 1 
l+k+- 
2kj,+ AlX-2kj,lk, 2 
jfk 
j#i 
J2 kj2 I) 
1 
<-mm kjl, 
8 
provided that 6 is suitably small. These inequalities, together with (39) 
imply the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose that the weight function w,(x) given by (28) 
satisfies the inequality (40) f or each j# k. Then there exists a positive 
constant 6, ( <a,) such that for 6 < 6,, the following estimate holds: 
~$(~kJwjV~dx)+~minkjz(~k/wjYjdx) 
Wjl~kxl ‘,‘dX .C J~~lV,l’d~) 
Jfk 
wk~~k.~~2(~~k~~2w~1(~~k~))dX+O(~)~~k~i*,i v: 
1 I kl. I k1 12kj2+‘j.;~2kjl’k-~ ’ I I> dx. (41) 12 12 J 
This completes the estimates on the traverse waves. 
5. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Combining Proposition 4 with Proposition 5 will yield the basic stability 
estimate on the characteristic variable V. For this purpose we first choose 
c1 in (17) so that it satisfies the inequalities 
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for some positive constant cg. This together with Lemma 2 and the choices 
of kj2 ((40)) leads to the estimates 
i # k, (43) 
and 
in which cIO and O(1) are some positive constants. It follows from these 
inequalities and Propositions 4 and 5 that 
<O(l) 1 JWk llk.x (vf+Ivj.rI’)dX 
j#k 
+“(l)!-wk Ivk.x12 ( l&d2”‘k1 (zkz))dX 
2kJz + Ajx - 2kj,Ak, 2 
A- 
dx 
J I I> 
This together with (40) gives 
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PROPOSITION 6. Suppose that the weight functions wi(x) ( 1 d i < n) are 
given as above. Then there exists a positive constant 6, (< 6,) such that as 
long as 6 < 6,, it holds that 
+ CjWilVlrlzdx (; GO, vt > 0, (44) 
where c,, > 0 is a constant independent of 6. 
This is the desirable basic stability estimate. In the same way as above 
(but much simpler), we can estimate the derivatives of V to obtain 
PROPOSITION 7. There exist positive constants 6, (< 6,) and 0( 1) such 
that if 6 < 6,, then 
. (45) 
and 
f (C J Wi I Vixxl’ dx) + k (& 5 wi I V,.rx,l’ h) 
I I 
<O(l)6 c jwi& Vfd 
i(i 
,>.(EjWilVix12dx) 
I 
(46) 
Proof. This proposition can be proved in a manner similar to that of 
Proposition 6; details will be omitted. 1 
We are now in the position to state our main theorem. For this purpose, 
we define the weighted norm space H,’ as 
H;= (f: wjf2d(R’), wj(fx)2d1(R1), wj(fxx)*~L1(R1)}, (47) 
and the set Hi. to be the product space of Hf , i.e., 
H;=H;xH;xH:x ... xH;. (48) 
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If we define the norm 111 ./I/ in Ht to be 
c j wi (F; + Ff, + Ff,,) dx I’* 
i R 
(49) 
for F= (F,, F2, . . . . F,,) E Hi,, then Hi, is a Banach space. 
Our main theorem can be stated as follows: 
THEOREM 8. Let d(x) be a k-viscous shock projile with strength 6. Then 
there exists a positive constant 6, such that if 0 < 6 6 6,, and 
J’,(x) E Hi., (50) 
then the solution V(x, t) of (14) with initial V0 stays in Hi, and admits the 
bound 
IIIV(., t)lll’G lll~~~~~ll12~~p{-tD~}, for all t > 0, (51) 
in which B is estimated by (16) and (43). 
Proof: This follows easily from the estimates (44t(46). 1 
An immediate corollary is 
COROLLARY 9. Let d(x) be a k-viscous shock projile with strength 6. 
Suppose that the initial value U,(x) for the Cauchy problem (12) satisfies 
(see (8)) 
Uo E Hz,, for some a0 > 0. (52) 
Then there exists a constant 6, > 0 such that if 0 < 6 <So, then for any 
compact set I of [WI, the solution U(x, t) for the Cauchy problem (12) has the 
estimate 
~~p(I~(x,t)l+l~,(x,t)O~C,exp{-bBt}, for all t>O, (53) 
XSI 
where Ci depends on the set I and the initial data U,. In particular, we have 
Theorem 1. 
Prooj Since V= LU and L is nonsingular (see (13)), so (52) will imply 
(50) for suitably small 6. Therefore inequality (51) holds. In order to show 
(53), it suffices to prove that for a compact subset Z of R’, 
SUP (IVk t)l+ IVAx, t)l)GWl)exp{-$t), t>o (54) 
xcr 
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for some positive bounded function 0( 1). But (54) follows from (51) easily 
by the observation that for all XE R’, 
and 
wi(x)vfx(x)60(1) j+” Wi(lT/j.~12+IVj.~x12)dX, 
-m 
where we have used the definitions of w,(x) (1~ i 6 n). This finishes the 
proof of the corollary. 1 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
I conclude this paper with several remarks. 
(1) For the sake of simplicity, we carried out our analysis for the 
identity viscosity matrix. But it is easy to check that our analysis can be 
modified only slightly to handle general positive definite viscosity matrices. 
(2) In the scalar case (n = l), our linearized stability analysis above 
in fact implies nonlinear stability and yields exponential decay (in time) of 
localized disturbance of viscous shock profiles for nonlinear viscous 
conservation laws. This has been proved by using different methods in 
[3, 151. However, for systems (n > 0), due to the fact that the weight wj(x) 
for transverse waves grows exponentialy at one infinity and decays 
exponentially at the other, the nonlinear convective term f(u), in (1) 
cannot be continuous on Ht in general. We thus cannot expect nonlinear 
stability in Hi. Nevertheless, the estimates in HZ, give rise to some impor- 
tant properties of the linearized operator (e.g., Theorem 1). 
(3) Since a general perturbation of a viscous shock profile also intro- 
duces diffusion waves in transverse wave families which decay only 
algebraically [9], it would be interesting to study linearized stability of 
viscous shock proviles in a space with algebraic weights and to obtain 
algebraic decay in time of the disturbance. This is left for the future. 
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